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Connect Jungo
One-way Sync
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Best Practice:

If you receive a lead (phone call, email) from/for a potential borrower:
1. Search your Jungo database to see if they exist.

• If so, make sure the First Name, Last Name, and Date of Birth match the 
information you received. The sync will find a match and update the existing 
record.

• If they don’t exist in Jungo, do not add them to Jungo, but add them to the 
Prospecting Stage in Connect. The sync will create a new contact record in Jungo.

If you receive a lead that is not a potential borrower at the moment:
1. Search your Jungo database to see if they exist.

• If so, update the contact info, add them to a drip campaign, create a follow up 
Task, etc.

• If they don’t exist in Jungo, manually add them using Group=Lead, add them to a 
drip (as applicable), create a follow up Task, etc.
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• Looks for Borrower’s First Name, Last Name and Date of Birth

If these fields do not match, a possible duplicate will be created!
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If an existing Contact record is found in Jungo, it will:

• Create a new Loan record
• Update or Remove Co-borrower info on Contact record
• Create a new Co-Borrower record
• Sync the Buying Agent Realtor record
• Sync the Listing Agent Realtor record
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If an existing Contact record is not found in Jungo, it will:

• Create a new Contact record w/ Co-Borrower info
• Create a new Loan record
• Create a new Co-Borrower record
• Create a new Buying Agent Realtor record
• Create a new Listing Agent Realtor record
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Borrower completes online app through your Borrower Portal

1. You will receive an email summarizing the info the borrower provided.
2. When you log into Connect, you’ll see a Prospect loan record.
3. If the contact is in your Jungo database, use the Search Jungo button to fill in info 

from your Jungo record. If a DOB does not get added to your loan record, add the 
DOB to your Jungo record to prevent a duplicate. As soon as you enter data, 
including a DOB and then save, the loan is updated and will then sync into Jungo.

4. If there isn’t a DOB on this record, it will not sync.
5. On the Contact tab, use the View All Prospects-Created this Month by sync.
6. If you have duplicates, you can merge or delete.
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Manually adding loan to Prospect Stage

1. If you have a contact record in Jungo for your borrower, make sure that First 
Name, Last Name and Birthdate are the same, if not make edits and save the 
Jungo record.

2. Complete and save the loan in Connect.
3. Jungo will sync (each hour) the loan record by attaching it to the existing 

contact record or create a new contact record.
4. Use the View All Prospects-Created this Month by Sync to check for 

duplicates – merge or delete as necessary.
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Manually adding loan to Connect

1. If you have a contact record in Jungo for your borrower, make sure that First Name, 
Last Name and Birthdate are the same, if not make edits and save the Jungo record.

2. Complete and save the loan.
3. Jungo will sync (each hour) the loan record by attaching it to the existing contact 

record or create a new contact record.  The Jungo record will then update all through 
the stages of the loan.

4. Buying Agents and Listing Agents will be added as new contact records or info will be 
updated if records already exist.

5. Use the Views All Clients-Created this Month by Sync and All Realtors-Created 
this Month by Sync to check for duplicates – merge or delete as necessary.
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For Connect questions/issues, including the Jungo Sync:

Email AppSupport@ccmclending.com

For Jungo questions/issues:

Email MarketingServices@ccmclending.com

mailto:AppSupport@ccmclending.com
mailto:MarketingServices@ccmclending.com

